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How often do we hear Africa referred to as a country? Today, possibly more so than a hundred years 

ago, the continent is seen as a single entity1 with conclusions drawn in connection with one area being 

applied across the whole. Behaviours of the past are often interpreted through the lens of today with 

anything pre-independence often being regarded as racist colonialism. Although these are 

generalisations, they are pertinent to the study of World War 1 in Africa. This paper reflects a personal 

journey of discovery covering my years as an historian of East, Central and Southern Africa during 

World War 1, of which the last five have been as co-ordinator of the Great War in Africa Association:2 

an international virtual group of people all with an interest in World War 1 Africa. Membership is 

currently 275 including enthusiasts, family historians and academics. Liaising with people across the 

globe, being asked for research advice, conducting research on behalf of others as well as for myself 

and developing the GWAA site as a useful hub of information have all contributed to the topic of this 

paper: the importance of cross boundary research. What is meant by cross boundary is purposefully 

ignored at this stage as there are various boundaries which will become apparent as the paper 

progresses.  

When war was declared in August 1914, technically at war because of their colonising powers, the 

different territories in Africa responded according to their individual interpretations of the 

circumstances and situations in which they found themselves. For example, in West Africa the colonial 

and military officials in British and French territories determined to enter into German territory as 

quickly as possible in order to obtain control of the German wireless stations and to see who could 

lay claim to the most territory. Although the two allies, Britain and France, realised they would 

ultimately need to work together their initial reactions were independent and almost spontaneous. 

Neutral Belgium became involved too as it felt attack was the best form of defence. The first shot of 

the war by British forces occurred on 7 August 1914 in Togoland.3 In East Africa, there was a similar 

ad-hoc response although this time spear-headed by the Germans. Local officers and others took the 
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opportunity to exact revenge over neighbouring enemies which peacetime conditions would not 

permit. As a result, there were raids into Portuguese and British East Africa early on, whilst the raid 

into Congo was part of Germany’s long-standing desire to obtain control of Lake Kivu. German 

action started another week into the war on 15 August and then 22 August as word filtered through 

the colony. The German action, however, was not the first in East Africa as there had been an attack 

on the harbour of Dar-es-Salaam by the British Navy in response to the Naval Blue Book.4 The 

experiences of North Africa are not included in this paper as most of the territory was French-

controlled and outside the scope of this author, whilst Egypt was drawn into the conflagration due to 

its control of the Suez Canal. In Southern Africa, the Union politicians offered to return the Imperial 

Garrison troops to Europe and to undertake their own defence. Despite Britain asking the Union to 

put the wireless stations in German South West Africa out of action, the Union leaders decided they 

would use the opportunity to bring the German territory into the Union fold – fulfilling a long-

standing desire. This however could only happen after the sanction of parliament which would sit in 

September when the new Governor General arrived. Steps were taken to prepare and defend the 

Union but until then the position remained relatively calm although tense.5 In Central Africa, the view 

was to keep out of the war but as no instructions had come from Britain steps were taken in line with 

Defence Acts to gain control of Lake Nyasa. From these territories as with British East Africa men 

flocked to Britain to do their bit.6 For those in West Africa it was a little more difficult as most were 

employed in the armed forces or by the government.7 The German forces were also unable, in the 

main, to return to the main land to enlist there. The Belgians had their Force Publique which 

comprised armed black soldiers with officers who had served with them for years. Portugal however 

bucked the trend by sending two expeditionary forces to Africa immediately on the outbreak of war 

to protect its possessions in Africa from German incursions. This was despite Portugal remaining 

neutral until 1916. Britain also reinforced its forces in British East Africa by sending two Indian 

Expeditionary Forces to protect the territory and to invade German East Africa. The only other British 

force to be sent to African continent during the war was the white 25th Royal Fusiliers (Legion of 

Frontiersmen) in April 1915. As the war progressed, replacement troops were sent as were contingents 
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from other theatres who would not be used on the Western Front such as the West Indians.8 The 

French in Sub-Sahara Africa were keen to settle the territory in order to use their black armed forces 

in Europe which the British, Belgians and Portuguese were reluctant to do, in fact the last mentioned 

had very few indigenous troops it could call on.9  

More locally, experiences differed depending on which colonial power was in charge, how long the 

European power had been exercising control over the territory, the reasons for occupying the territory, 

the extent to which there were martial races present and the local indigenous politics. The East Africa 

campaign provides a useful case study for exploring and understanding the complexities of war 

supporting the need for cross boundary research.10  

The campaign in East Africa was the longest running of the First World War, the first shot was fired 

on 8 August 1914 against Dar-es-Salaam and the surrender, of the German forces, took place on 25 

November 1918 in today’s Zambia, then Northern Rhodesia. The campaign saw the only British 

territory of the war occupied by Germans: the area of Taveta in today’s Kenya, then British East 

Africa. Incursions were also made into British Zambia and Malawi, previously Nyasaland, 

Mozambique or Portuguese East Africa and as mentioned earlier Belgian Congo at Kivu. The 

campaign involved seven territories directly and forces, armed and otherwise, from 177 micro-nations 

such as Boers, Indians resident in British, German and Portuguese East Africa as well as South Africa, 

Arabs in German and British East Africa, and then the various tribes – 26 in Kenya, 108 in Tanzania 

(German East Africa) and so forth.11 Each of these micro-nations had their own experiences of the 

war, participating for different reasons and in varying capacities.  

To date, the historical accounts have been from a euro-centric perspective – after a talk by Edward 

Paice, the author of Tip and Run, to the All-Africa Parliamentary Committee on 10 November 2014, a 

member of the audience announced that the best account of the campaign remains Charles Miller’s 

Battle of the Bundu, published in 1974. This account produced before the release of official documents 

provides an easy route into the campaign still today but is unreferenced and exclusive, focusing on 
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‘the British’. In contrast, during that week the then Tanzanian High Commissioner who had attended 

the talk asked me to explain how the campaign was relevant to his country. Within two hours he 

understood how his country had been affected by the war explaining that his education had taken 

place in Russia where they were taught that World War 1 was an Imperial War and therefore to be 

ignored as irrelevant. Subsequent discussions with other African historians, especially in West Africa, 

has highlighted that the war was seen as one of many and therefore nothing out of the ordinary. This 

accounts for the apparent lack of memory whilst my encounter with Maasai women in 2011 drew 

attention to the different ways of remembering.12  

Despite publications such as Miller’s Battle for the Bundu, studies conducted by Melvin Page in the 

1970s,13 Geoffrey Hodges’ work with carriers in the 1960s,14 Moyse-Bartlett on the King’s African 

Rifles15 and then regional accounts such as James Ambrose Brown16 on South African involvement 

began to highlight the diversity of the campaign. This has been taken forward by historians such as 

Edward Paice who included Portuguese archival material in Tip and Run,17 Ross Anderson18 who 

consulted German documents, my own work including South African archives, and then more 

recently Michelle Moyd19 on the Askaris in German East Africa and Myles Osborne20 on the Kikamba 

in British East Africa. The centenary of the Great War has also seen other publications come to light 

such as Bror McDonnel’s Mzee Ali21 the account of an Arab slave trader who was taken into the 

German forces when Germany occupied East Africa and later served as a scout during World War 1. 

After the war he worked for the British government as a conservationist. Gerald Rillings, an American 

who worked in East Africa during the 1980s interviewed some veteran Kikamba soldiers, the 
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translations being undertaken and released in 2014.22 Biographies and memoirs are making an 

appearance such as the medical experiences of Norman Parsons Jewell,23 a doctor who commanded 

the 3rd African Field Ambulance which catered for black soldiers and carriers during the campaign. 

In addition, archivists are starting to relook at papers in their collection and realising that the printed 

accounts are not completely reflective of what the collection contains. Most notable in this regard is 

the Geoffrey Hodges’ collection of interviews of members of the carrier corps. According to the 

archivist working through these papers,24 the published account which has been regarded as the 

definitive voice of the carrier corps only contains accounts which support a particular narrative – that 

of the hardship the carriers experienced. This is borne out by the interviews Gerald Rillings made, 

Michelle Moyd’s research and the extensive interviews Myles Osborne undertook. The willingness to 

serve and reasons for enlisting in both the carrier corps and the armed forces was far more complex 

than being commandeered. Unfortunately, because the majority of the micro-nations were illiterate at 

the time and little consideration was given in the immediate post-war years of capturing their 

experiences, much of the nuanced experiences of the micro-nations has been lost and some 

generalisations will have to be drawn from the material which is available. This, however, should not 

stop historians from trying to ascertain the individual accounts as far as possible – before the 

communities become too aware of the dominant narratives of the campaign – in order to glean the 

memories which have been passed down. If this is not done, we face the possibility of having 

communities adopt a narrative which is not theirs. This is already happening in the Tsavo area of 

Kenya where, up to 2014 the accounts were from the white armed perspective and although black 

carriers and Indian soldiers are mentioned, the local guides would tell the story as though their 

experience was that of the white soldier, thereby reinforcing the perception that this was a colonial or 

‘white man’s war’. Since the centenary of the outbreak of war, a few local black Kenyans have been 

found to share recollections of their grandparents.25  

In particular, South Africans who served during World War 1 in East Africa have been tarnished by 

Apartheid. Accounts of mistreatment of black carriers and local inhabitants in various accounts are 

often attributed to the South Africans without the sources being interrogated. Recent work I’ve 
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undertaken into the ‘Boy’ or personal servant has indicated that South Africans and other whites 

resident in Africa such as hunters were far more egalitarian in their treatment of others. This is seen 

through the naming of servants and the trust put into them to undertake scouting or messenger roles. 

In contrast, new-comer accounts leave the researcher drawing their own conclusions from statements 

such as ‘I have my bath every afternoon. I get a hole dug in the ground then place an oil sheet inside 

and fill it with water’.26  

Apart from the South African specific fear of the ‘swart gevaaar’, the overall reluctance to arm black 

forces has also generally been attributed to South African racial tendencies and although this has not 

felt right, evidence to support any other interpretation remained scarce until earlier this year. The racial 

divide was British military policy – which can, to an extent, be ascertained in the Union Defence Force 

Act of 1912, but which in that case can also be used to support the case of South African racial 

division. The initial evidence came about through researching one of the micro-nations involved in 

the East African campaign – that of Jamaica. What is significant about Richard Smith’s Jamaican 

volunteers in the First World War: race, masculinity and the development of national consciousness (2004) is its ‘no-

hold’ barred approach. Smith explores the policies behind the recruitment of the Jamaican forces and 

how this impacted on their use during World War 1. He notes in the summary, ‘A reluctance among 

British army recruiters to accept West Indian volunteers was rooted in the belief that black men lacked 

the qualities necessary for modern warfare. More significant were fears of white racial degeneration 

and concerns surrounding the psychological response of many white men to the war. To preserve 

established hierarchies of race and masculinity, black soldiers were largely excluded from the front line 

and confined to labour battalions.’ This indicated that the policies governing the divide of troops and 

labourers in East Africa was not the result of South African influence but British considerations which 

were accepted by South Africans. A few months after reading this book, I was undertaking research 

into the West African Frontier Force. Men from the Gold Coast and Nigeria, as well as from Sierra 

Leone and the Gambia saw service in the East African theatre from mid-1916. Exploring the West 

African Frontier Force between 1914 and 1918 helped fill in the gap: Why was there no discussion in 

the South African Colonial Office correspondence about using black armed forces? There is mention 

in the correspondence but not the detailed discussion one finds concerning other topics such as 

allocation of occupied territory. The answer lay in the CO 445 correspondence at The National 

Archives in Kew concerning the West African Frontier Force. This was the correspondence I had 
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expected to find in files dealing with East and South Africa. Chronologically, this made sense. Britain 

would have had to consider its military policies first in the West Indies, then West Africa, East Africa 

and finally the Union of South Africa if one follows the development of colonisation. Given that the 

same officials were dealing with the different territories, there was no need for them to duplicate their 

discussions, or even cross reference them. This does not mean that South Africans were innocent of 

certain actions and attitudes in East Africa, rather it indicates that the racial divide South Africa is 

often exclusively attributed with was wider ranging and accepted practice of the day. More work is 

needed to confirm this hypothesis but early forays out of traditional research regions has shown the 

value of cross boundary exploration.  

Keeping with West Africa, understanding how the forces there were composed and the issues around 

recruitment and equipping men as well as budget discussions allows for greater understanding of the 

men who served in East Africa. For example, those recruited into the West African Frontier Force 

was sourced inland from the rural areas which fell under British protectorate policy whilst the black 

elite in the coastal regions refused to join in case it impacted on their political position. This divide 

accounts for why there are so few, if any, local accounts of the war – those who served were illiterate 

whilst those who were literate were against the war unless it benefited them politically.27 For the West 

African forces who served in East Africa, there was another level of selection based on how they had 

performed during the West African campaigns in Togoland and Cameroons. Some battalions were 

regarded as better suited for garrison duties in West Africa as their loyalty or performance was 

questionable, particularly in territories they were not familiar with.28 

By mid-1916 when it had been decided to recruit more black soldiers into the King’s African Rifles 

and use men from West Africa and the West Indies, the type of fighting in the theatre had changed 

from traditional set battles or skirmishes to mobile or bush warfare. Many of the accounts of the East 

African campaign claim that this was unique and the fact the German General Paul von Lettow-

Vorbeck was never defeated is held as evidence of German strength and superiority. However, 

accounts of the Boer War mobile phase challenge the conclusions that the East African campaign was 

one of a kind.29 The accounts also challenge the success of Lettow-Vorbeck especially when compared 

with Jan Smuts’ incursion into the Cape. The difficulties Smuts faced chasing Lettow-Vorbeck were 
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similar to those Lord Kitchener faced following Smuts nearly two decades earlier. This is not to detract 

from Lettow-Vorbeck’s achievements but rather to place them in context.    

Another area where cross boundary research changes the existing narrative is that concerning the Lake 

Tanganyika Expedition. Until recently the English sources have excluded the involvement of the 

Belgians.30 However, exploring the original documents in Kew, rather than relying on the secondary 

sources which have made use of the same collections, has shed light on the extent of Belgian 

involvement. The result is an understanding of why it took until 1916 for Belgian Congo forces to 

invade German East Africa – they needed to gain control of Lake Tanganyika. Obtaining control of 

the lake to enable the Belgians to participate more actively in the campaign was the reason the British 

jumped at the idea of the Lake Tanganyika Expedition when it was suggested to them in 1915.31 

Knowing this, though, seems to diminish the eccentricity of the expedition which saw two boats 

dragged overland from Cape Town to Kalemie (Albertville) on Lake Tanganyika. 

The above examples demonstrate the positive aspects of cross boundary research which has been 

made easier with the advent of the internet and access to academics in other countries, online books 

articles and primary sources. The other side of the cross boundary coin are the challenges presented 

by limited access to materials for various reasons.   

I recently found myself having to refrain from ‘correcting’ a paper I was reading for a colleague at a 

conference. The account of the 1914 South African rebellion had little bearing with the version I and 

other southern African historians present understood. The sources32 used for the paper helped explain 

the account presented. The sources ranged from the 1914 Transvaal report into the Rebellion through 
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to Sandra Swart’s 2006 article, ‘The Five Shilling Rebellion’ Rural White Male Anxiety and the 1914 Boer 

Rebellion.  Of the eight sources used, three were published after the fall of Apartheid of which one 

concerned the ‘Black Peril’ in Southern Rhodesia. Three were published in 1986, one in 1982 and one 

in 1914. The common theme identified from the titles was rural transformation and industrialization. 

The author is based in a West African country which obtained its independence in the 1960s. 

Apartheid was in in full swing and access to material was, and still is limited. Despite the availability 

of the internet, access to material remains a challenge when electricity and internet connection is 

scarce, costly institutional subscriptions need to be paid for accessing online journal articles and few 

relevant primary sources have been digitised or catalogued. 

In another case, a London-based historian writing on information in Africa during World War 1 

tended to rely purely on internet sources and secondary sources from the 1960s and 1970s ignoring 

more recent works, many of which are self-published, through small presses or so new that they do 

not show up on general searches.33 Another challenge this historian brought to the fore concerns the 

lack of cultural understanding and assumptions that beliefs in one culture can be transferred to 

another. The war on the Western Front was fought along very different lines to that in Africa. Whereas 

the War Office was responsible for the Western Front, the war in Africa saw the War, Colonial, 

Foreign and Indian Offices as well as the Admiralty all having a say in what happened. Records that 

are available for soldiers who served on the Western Front and taken for granted are not available for 

the African theatres; not because of laziness or lack of interest and care but rather due to the varying 

requirements of the different departments and the local colonial African governments responsible for 

different aspects of the war. For example, recruitment lists which might be available in London for 

men who served on the Western Front are not available for those who served in Africa because the 

men in Africa were recruited and paid for by the African territory such as British East Africa or South 

Africa. Similarly, war diaries might not have been kept because the campaign was under the command 

of the Colonial or India Office rather than the War Office. Understanding of how the documents are 

spread across different archival collections and countries is imperative to writing credible accounts of 

World War 1 Africa. This understanding should further help reduce the current practice amongst 

young historians of applying the standards of today to a hundred years ago. The most extreme example 

was a dissertation title emailed to me earlier this year: ‘The Europeans still saw the Africans as racially 
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inferior during the East Africa campaign’. How this managed to get through the person’s supervisor 

as a dissertation question is unclear. When I challenged the wording the author informed me that that 

text was ready for handing in so no changes could be made. I am still waiting to receive a copy of the 

completed paper.  

Apart from the challenges identified above, another is the speed with which articles are being produced 

for institutional purposes and to ‘catch the market’ during these centenary years. Diligent research and 

reference to primary source material is being sacrificed in order to get a story out as quickly as possible. 

Theoretically, though, shortcomings should be picked up by peer reviewers, but invariably they are 

not as often knowledgeable specialists are difficult to find. The result is that sub-standard material is 

accepted, the most blatant example so far identified being Four-War Boer: The century and life of Pieter 

Arnoldus Krueller by Colin D Heaton and Anne-Marie Lewis (2014). Had this book been published 

earlier in the century, some of the errors concerning the East Africa campaign could be forgiven but 

as a 2014 publication, failure to consult texts such as Tip and Run (2007) and The Forgotten Front (2004) 

whilst referencing Hew Strachan’s World War 1 in Africa (2004/7) is unacceptable. The credibility of 

the interview accounts as a result has suffered which is a huge pity because the account draws attention 

to the role of South African Boers in the German East African forces as none other has to date. It 

will be possible to verify some of the interview information by cross referencing with German 

documents which are available in English but it will take time. 

The other side of peer-reviewing is how to deal with articles such as that of the 1914 rebellion where 

the author has not had access to other material for reasons possibly beyond their control. How does 

one encourage cross boundary research knowing the restrictions certain countries have? At a 

conference a few years ago an academic from a north African country commented on how his students 

were still using photocopies of documents he had made when he visited The National Archives in 

London during the 1970s. Visa restrictions and the cost of travel mean his students cannot physically 

access the material which has become available since their professor’s visit as a student himself.  

Other questions concerning cross boundary research include whether historians should be engaging 

in history beyond their borders? Similarly, should historians without military experience be writing 

about military topics and vice versa? Should White historians be writing about Black, Indian or 

Coloured encounters and should women be writing about men and so forth? Should Africans or 

Africanists be writing the history of Africa? Can Africans write a valid, acceptable history of Europe 

or should that be left to Europeans?  



In short, both ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ should be writing about the same topics – it brings different 

perspectives and understandings, adding to, and enriching the debate provided the outputs are 

grounded in the principles of historical research. The value of cross-pollination through cross 

boundary research has been evidenced from discussions with students researching under Fernando 

Rollo previously of IHR, University of New Lisbon and now Head of Higher Education in Portugal. 

When at the IHR, she insisted that her students researching aspects of World War 1 include a theatre 

not directly associated with the one they were interested in. For example, someone looking at how 

medical practices developed on the Western Front also considered how Portuguese medical practices 

in the East Africa campaign developed and how the experiences of doctors from both theatres 

influenced post-war policy making. Others were looking at war-time policy and recruitment aspects. 

All have commented on the value of exploring their topic from another’s perspective, how this has 

challenged their thinking and opened up possible conclusions and areas for further exploration. 

Despite the challenges and constraints facing historians of World War 1 Africa, it is clear that the 

benefits of cross boundary research far outweigh narrow localised studies, although there remains 

value in the latter for accessing detail which is often lost in the wider accounts. Collaboration, sharing 

information and finding ways to access material produced in other countries and languages is the only 

way a clearer understanding of the war in Africa can be obtained. In this, the Great War in Africa 

Association can and does play a crucial role, albeit a limited one. In addition to linking researchers 

together across the globe, the Association has started working in partnership with academic 

institutions to publish conference proceedings34 which would otherwise remain inaccessible to a wider 

interested audience. 
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